November 2013

The Mia Sage Octagon

Ibiza Town

Mia’s Octagon is brilliantly lit, nicely curtained,
and exquisitely decorated for your learning pleasure.
From the massage tables in the Pleasure Room to the
gorgeous Party Dungeon, you will find yourself
uplifted and inspired by this elegant space.
The Mia Sage business network has fulfilled our
dream of providing you with an environment that
matches the quality of our training system. We can’t
wait to meet you and greet you in our new campus.
Halloween is an auspicious night for our Grand
Opening party. We begin at 9:00 PM (21:00h) and
we will celebrate with you until after midnight. This
is a pot-luck affair, so bring food and drinks to share,
and be sure to dress up as the Life of the Party.

Once in a Lifetime
Did you know that the ice on the surface of the seas increased by
60% this year? Somehow the cold snap seems to have missed Ibiza. We
are still in the throes of a heat wave. The water is warm and the sun is
bright. We are praying that the good weather holds for GWEN—Global
Women Entrepreneur Network, taking place here November 1-5.
Tuition is low, flights are easy to find, and off-season rates apply to the
hotels. So take advantage of this opportunity to befriend wonderful
women from all over the world.
Mornings will be free to explore the island, swim in the sea, or to
attend a wide variety of free seminars offered by other participants. If
you have something to teach or to share, please book now, because the
time slots are filling up.
The most reliable path to prosperity for women is in creating their
own business projects. Come to meet the friends you need to help.

The Power of Trust
When we keep our promises we earn the trust of
other people. More importantly, we come to trust
ourselves. Every time we make an agreement with
someone else we also make a pact with our own higher
intelligence.
Financial success and personal happiness come to
those who listen carefully and make precise agreements
that make them trustworthy project partners.
Always think carefully before you tell someone you
will do something with them or for them. After you
make a vow, write it down. You are 10 times more
likely to honor a promise that you have written out.
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Begin Locally, Grow Globally
The number of people living alone has increased
dramatically in the last decade. Pensions and government
assistance is decreasing. Your best bet for a comfortable life
is entrepreneurship. We created GWEN Ibiza just for you.
Self-employed people can’t go it alone. We need
business friends we can trust. Our income grows through
connections we find in our web of associates and clients.
By meeting good women from other cities and countries
you build a powerful, invisible web that reaches across the
globe like a great net, catching all the people and resources
you will need to live a prosperous life with great friends.
You can’t do it alone—no one can. The core of the new
service economy is women helping other women.

Greetings from Mia Sage

At home I am not always very neat. But with the Octagon I have
become meticulous. Xochi and me are cleaning, ironing and
decorating, to make everything as lovely as possible. Our men are
building, painting, and gardening to make this space the kind of place
we can all get together to design our careers and build our businesses.
Meanwhile Xochi continues to develop GWEN. This is her first
big project. She spends the entire day on the phone with women from
around the world who want to grow their own businesses. She is only
in her second year of training, so we are very proud of her focus and
dedication to the clients.
I remember how long it took me to learn how to achieve a lot with
little or no effort. I am completing my 9th year of practice. Over the
past several years I have learned the difference between working hard
and playing hard. The real secret of the new service economy is
enjoying every moment that we spend together. Stress and strain only
bring pressure into the game. My contribution to GWEN will be
showing women how to find the magical formula for getting results
without sacrificing our gentleness and femininity.

Just in Case
Justin Case is on the road. You couldn’t do better than to
participate in a seminar with him. Our mission is to assist
people to discover their creativity and to master the skills
necessary to transform their dreams into exciting careers. We
are privileged to have truly great trainers who make it fun to
learn the principles and processes of entrepreneurship.
Don’t miss Justin’s new book—Starting From Scratch—in
which he and Mia Sage detail all the stages of growing an
exciting, prosperous business. More importantly, don’t miss the
opportunity to spend a few days with Justin. You can check him
out in Texas or Hawaii, or you can sponsor him to conduct a
seminar in your area: j.sageuniversity@gmail.com.
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People Reading
(November 5-10)
When you read a book you learn useful information in
an entertaining format. But when you can read another
person you enter directly into a vast world of love and
mystery. You reach the intimacy and trust you desire.
Most folks think they “know” another person, when in
fact they are looking through a curtain of opinions, ideas,
assumptions, hopes, and fears. Studies show that
professional “people readers” are no more accurate than the
average person. We show you much more.
This is our specialty. Along with body language, and
vocal tones we demonstrate profound awareness of ‘micro’
expressions and reveal patterns of subtle vibes that let you
see the genuine being behind the human face.
We invite you to join us as we explore this marvelous
How to Talk to Men in Business
(November 14-17)

world in which we express our immortal existence.

Men rule the traditional world of business. But most are eager to
welcome women into the ranks of high performance leadership. How to
Talk to Men in Business is a crash course in the language and codes that
men use to get things done together.
Teamwork generally has two very different meanings for men and
women. Here you learn to maintain your integrity and your feminine,
nurturing qualities even as you participate fully in the power that great
business teams can generate.
Prepare to leave your opinions and your ego behind as you take this
journey into the male psyche. You will discover that men are nothing
like you think, and that you can bring out a side of them that is
everything you have imagined.
This course will take you through your false hopes and fears by
revealing the misperceptions that often separate men and women. Join us
to open a whole new world of opportunity in business.

Time & Money
(November 21-24)
The ultimate journey you can take in your life is the path
of self-employment. Like any great journey you will need
to spend time planning your trip. Time & Money is a 4-day
course designed to guide you step-by-step through the
adventure of a lifetime.
A business plan is useful for people who want to borrow
money from bankers or investors. But Free agent
entrepreneurs use initiative, ingenuity, and innovation to
discover their hidden talents and to transform their passion
into their profession.
Here you will create the map for your livelihood and
meet other cooperative people to help you. We will serve as
the architects to design the life you really want to live.
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Millionaire 10-Day
(December 1-10)
Only the most generous people should strive to become millionaires. Money can’t make anyone happy or
fulfilled. The only reward for earning a personal fortune is in the joy of the game and the pleasure of sharing
your wealth.
If personal wealth is your aim, this isn’t your training. Only join us if you are ready to embrace the love of
the game, itself. If you want to make a difference in our precious world, we would love to train you to run with
the thoroughbreds and to win the prizes that make your name a legend and make your days worth living.
The Millionaire 10-day is a highly detailed course that demands all of your focus and dedication. It takes
exceptional determination and precision to play in the big leagues. If you are content with mediocrity carry on
with what you are doing. But if you are ready to contribute, we would love to show you how to succeed
beyond your wildest dreams.

Journey to the Self
(December 28-31)
The sweetest, lightest pathway to the self is the way of music, dance, and laughter. Journey to the Self is 4
days of levity and celebration. Energy awareness, sensuality, and inner wisdom come together here to lift your
spirits and shift your life into a new dimension of aliveness. Playfulness is the most pleasurable path to
transcending the world of work and worry.
If you long to shatter the mirror of self-reflection, there is no better way than through guided meditation
together with gentle lilting movements that stimulate your senses. This course sensitizes your pleasure centers
and restores the innocence you enjoyed as a young child. Christmas is a modern celebration of an end-of-theyear ceremony known in ancient cultures throughout the world. The joy of this event lives in your DNA and
surges through your body at this important time. We invite you to spend these sacred days with us on the
beautiful island of Ibiza to discover the profound love that forms the very core of your being.

Self-Actualization
(January 02 - 08)
Getting free is easy. The great challenge of life is to face the harsh view of yourself that you project onto
other people. No matter how hard you try, your mind can’t think and your body can’t feel the wonder of your
existence. That is why we created Self-Actualization to mirror the enculturation and self-deception that hold
you prisoner in the false reality created by your mind.
You can’t heal an organism without getting to the roots that lie deep in the dirt and darkness. Our trainers
are masters of inner theater—they act out qualities in you that you have been unable to face or to embrace.
Only the truth can set you free. If liberation is important to you, Sage University’s Self Actualization is the
only course that reveals the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. This course is the perfect
reflection of your anima—the animal spirit that must find release for you to live your dreams. You won’t like it
when you see yourself as others see you. But we will guide you deeper into your nature to discover your true
beauty. You will get to know the deeper self that witnesses your life from a place of serenity and joy.
First this course will shatter your false ego. What a relief, to discover that you are not the pompous,
frightened ass who has been making your decisions and grasping for empty imitations of life. The moment
you realize who you are not, you will begin to sense the sweet, genuine character that is the actual self.
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November 2013
Weekends
Geisha Series
Self-Actualization
Sage University 10-day modules

Online-Seminars

Sage University 6-day modules

How to Talk to Men Series

Monday

Tuesday
28

Wednesday
29

Thursday
30

Friday
31

Sunday
2

3

7

8

9

10

14

15

16

17

21

22

23

24

28

29

30

Enchantment - Ibiza

4

Saturday
1

GWEN - Ibiza

5

6

GWEN - Ibiza
People Reading - Ibiza (6-Day)

11

12

13

How to Talk to Men in Business - Ibiza

18

19

20
Time & Money - Ibiza

25

26

27

1
Millionaire 10-Day - Ibiza
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December 2013
Weekends
Geisha Series
Self-Actualization
Sage University 10-day modules

Online-Seminars

Sage University 6-day modules

How to Talk to Men Series

Monday

Tuesday
25

Wednesday
26

Thursday
27

Friday
28

Saturday
29

Sunday
30

1
Millionaire 10-Day - Ibiza

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

4

5

Millionaire 10-Day - Ibiza

Millionaire 10-Day - Ibiza

Journey to the Self - Ibiza

30
Journey to the Self - Ibiza

31

1

2

3

Self-Actualization - Ibiza
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January 2014
Weekends
Geisha Series
Self-Actualization
Sage University 10-day modules

Online-Seminars

Sage University 6-day modules

How to Talk to Men Series

Monday

Tuesday
30

Wednesday

Thursday

31

1

Journey to the Self - Ibiza

Friday

Saturday

2

Sunday

3

4

5

10

11

12

17

18

19

25

26

1

2

Self-Actualization - Ibiza

6

7

8

9

Self-Actualization - Ibiza

Partnership - Ibiza

13

14

15

16

What to Do with the Rest of Your Life - Ibiza

20

21

22

23

24
How to Talk to Men - Zurich

27

28

29

30

31
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February 2014
Weekends
Geisha Series
Self-Actualization
Sage University 10-day modules

Online-Seminars

Sage University 6-day modules

How to Talk to Men Series

Monday

Tuesday
27

Wednesday
28

Thursday
29

Friday
30

Saturday
31

Sunday
1

2

How to Talk to Men Instructor Course - Ibiza

3

4

5

6

11

12

13

7

8

9

14

15

16

21

22

23

28

1

2

How to Talk to Men Instructor Course - Ibiza

10
How to Talk…ourse - Ibiza

17

How to Talk to Men - Austin

18

19

20
How to Talk to Men - L.A.

24

25

26

27
Geisha School Intensive - Bora Bora
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